DRI V E TIME
SPRING BRE A K EDI TION

MIDDLE SCHOOL – HIGH SCHOOL
Whether you’re on a road trip for spring break, taking a long drive to a relative’s house, or even on the way to baseball
practice, this resource can help you turn your kid’s eyes away from devices and toward you . . . and one another!
Conversation Prompts:
1. Who are your top three friends?
2. What’s your new favorite thing in life right now? What was something that used to be your favorite
that isn’t anymore?
3. What’s a movie or song that all your friends are talking about?
4. What would you do on your “perfect” day?
5. What would be your dream job?
6. If you could know any one thing about the future, what would it be?
7. What do you think about some of the stories we’ve heard in the news lately, for instance _______?
8. Do you ever wonder what it was like to be me when I was a teenager? What would you like to know?

Activities:
1. Think of a favorite movie or TV show that is playing now or on Netflix. Your teen gets to ask 20
questions before they have to guess what movie or TV show you are thinking about. Take turns seeing
who can guess correctly with the fewest number of questions.
2. Using the radio, press “Seek” and let the station land wherever it randomly does. See who can guess
the name of the song (3 points) and/or the artist (2 points) that plays next. Keep track of the points
and see who wins.
3. Before your trip, prepare a playlist of your favorite songs and ask your teen to do the same. Go back
and forth, playing one song each. After each song, the person who chose it gets to tell what they like
about that song.
4. Carry on a conversation using song lyrics or song titles only. Whoever gets stumped first loses!
5. Someone names a person who’s famous (from the world of entertainment, sports, politics, etc.). For
example, Tom Brady. The other person has 30 seconds to name another famous person whose first name
starts with the first letter of the previous famous person’s last name. For example, (Brady) Bill Gates.
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